Automated heart disease diagnostics is an important problem, especially for tissue structure defect cases. A new approach to automated diagnostics based on supervised machine learning algorithms is described in this paper. Main heart tissue layer, left ventricle myocardium, characteristics based on isoline map analysis are utilized at feature model construction stage. Histogram-based features are also extracted for comparison with the proposed method. Feature selection using chi-squared test and information gain is performed. SVM and Random Forest classifiers are used for normal/abnormal classification of left ventricle myocardium images. Different combinations of feature models and classifiers were evaluated and promising results were achieved.
INTRODUCTION
Automated diagnostics of diseases is one of the most challenging problems of computer science, since manual diagnostics is a time consuming process that requires highly qualified experts. Heart diseases are the leading cause of death around the world including Russia (Nichols et al., 2014) . Injury of heart develops from non-inflammatory and inflammatory pathological processes. Myocardial infarction and cardiomyopathies are the major causes of severe heart failure, arrhythmias and sudden death. Myocardial infarction is a clinical form of coronary heart disease that refers to coronary artery occlusion, ischemia and myocardial cells death. Cardiomyopathy includes a group of diseases of the heart muscle tissue, myocardium. Such diseases usually manifest as heart tissue structure defects (see Figure 1) , therefore methods based on computer vision may be applied for diagnostics. Since left ventricle myocardium (LV myocardium) is the main part of heart muscle tissue, this region is usually considered for diagnostics.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and contrastenhanced computed tomography (CT) are the most commonly used medical imaging protocols for the moment. Several MRI-based myocardial infarction diagnostic approaches based on deep learning algorithms (Xu et al., 2017) , Bayesian probability model (Wang et al., 2014) , Linear Discriminate Analysis using intensity characteristics (Afshin et al., 2011) were introduced. For myocardial structure analysis one key advantage of cardiac CT images is that they directly visualize tissue density at the point, and CT scanners are also much more accessible than MRI. So CT images analysis is a relevant problem for the heart tissue disease diagnostics.
Heart disease diagnostics can be considered as bi- nary classification problem. Since a CT scanner produces a set of images of two-dimensional slices and heart disease may be visible only on certain slices, they should be used as classification objects.
To the best of our knowledge only a few papers dedicated to heart tissue analysis on CT images using machine learning approach, exist. The most similar research was made in (Antunes et al., 2016) where texture analysis of myocardium aimed to detect post myocarditis scars using several CT acquisition techniques: basal scans before and after iodine contrast agent injection, CT angiographic images and myocardial extracellular volume fraction map. Detection algorithm based on Random Forest classifier (Breiman, 2001 ) application and feature model based on statistical characteristics of CT images histograms was developed and promising results were achieved.
Another approach to automated myocardial infarction diagnostics based on myocardium strain modeling and analysis using CT images was introduced in (Wong et al., 2015) and further developed in (Wong et al., 2016) . Supervised machine learning algorithms were applied. For feature selection the left ventricle was divided into 17 zones of the American Heart Association (AHA) nomenclature (Cerqueira et al., 2002) . Each zone was used for mean strains and mean intensity computation. At the classification stage Random Forest and Support Vector Machine, SVM (Boser et al., 1992) , algorithms were compared. Experiments revealed consistent improvement while using combination of strain and intensity-based features compared to strain-only based model, which shows significance of intensity values for myocardial infarction diagnostics.
Both existing methods of tissue analysis involve only histogram-based characteristics of the myocardium scan, which are highly sensitive to noise. Another common computer vision approach, deep neural networks (DNNs), is not applied in this work due to low amount of data provided for training and testing purposes. Also DNNs are usually applied when it is difficult to select feature representation, and they require significant computational power. In this work we introduce feature representation of myocardium area based on isoline map. An isoline of certain level on the image is a curve along which the image has constant intensity level. An isoline map is a set of isolines of one or several levels. Isoline analysis is a convenient tool providing intuitive representation of data with small computational costs, that has been successfully applied to other medical image analysis tasks (Senyukova, 2014) . Isoline map allows to detect certain patterns in an image and provide robust quantitative description which is more informative than histogram-based characteristics and less sensitive to noise. In this research the best isoline map features were selected by two statistical significance tests: information gain criteria and chi-squared test. Selected features were used for classification by Support Vector Machine and Random Forest. The proposed algorithms were implemented and all isolinebased feature models chosen by feature selection criteria demonstrated consistent diagnostics quality improvement over histogram-only methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed algorithm of heart disease diagnostics based on isoline map analysis. The experimental results and the discussion are provided in Section 3. The conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
ISOLINE MAP-BASED HEART DISEASE DIAGNOSTICS
The proposed algorithm for automated heart disease diagnostics based on heart tissue structure analysis consists of two steps: 1) isoline maps building and statistical characteristics calculation and 2) classification of extracted features into two classes: "normal", "abnormal".
Noise Robustness of Isoline Map Representation
Consider two contrast-enhanced CT images of LV myocardium: healthy myocardium image with noise ( At the same time considering isoline maps of certain levels allows to obtain quantitative indexes that characterize the presence of injury on the image. As it is demonstrated in Figure 4 , isoline maps of levels 30 and 50 represent substantially different patterns for healthy case tissue with noise and tissue with injury which makes isoline map-based features much more informative for classification than histogrambased features. 
Feature Extraction 2.2.1 Choosing Intensity Range
According to contrast-enhanced CT imaging properties, pixel intensity is determined by tissue density at the point. For that reason only fixed intensity levels are to be considered in myocardium tissue analysis task. According to Figure 5 , after building a histogram of LV myocardium area in [0,255] intensity range, averaged over sample images of both classes smoothed with a Gaussian kernel, it can be shown that intensity distribution of the region of interest is close to normal distribution with mean 75 and standard deviation 21.94. As it can be seen from Figure 5 , the 0.8 quantile has the value 90, which means that 80% of pixels of the region of interest have the intensity value less or equal to 90. So 90 was chosen as a right border of the intensity range. Intensity values of pixels corresponding to injuries tend to decrease, as demonstrated in Figure 1 . So the 0.01 quantile value equal to 26, rounded to 30, was chosen as a left border of the intensity range. Thus, the intensity range [30, 90] was chosen for isoline map-based feature extraction and histogram-based feature extraction that was implemented for comparison with the proposed method.
Isoline Maps Construction
Since each intensity level characterizes different tissue types presented on the image, several isoline maps for uniformly distributed intensity levels were built for LV myocardium area and further separately analyzed. As a result two isoline map models were used:
• Singe-level isoline maps. 31 isoline maps were built with corresponding levels: {30}, {32}, {34}, {36}, ... {90}.
• Double-level isoline maps. Level distribution for built isoline maps is presented in Table 1 . Isoline map building procedure was based on the contouring algorithm from MATLAB online documentation. Examples of double-level isoline maps for abnormal class sample are presented in Figure 6 . 
Isoline Maps Features
During feature extraction step, five statistical characteristics were calculated for each isoline map. Final feature vector was constructed by concatenation of all statistical values. Single-level and double-level isoline maps were considered as separate feature models. As a results two isoline-based feature models were achieved:
• single-level model: 31 × 5 = 155 features;
• double-level model: 11 × 5 = 55 features.
Consider a grayscale image I of contrast-enhanced CT scan. Its corresponding LV myocardium area is presented as a point set S myo : S myo = {(x, y)|I(x, y) ∈ LV }. Isoline map S isoline of LV myocardium area is presented as a set of its isoline contours C, S isoline = {C}, where each isoline contour is presented as a set of its points: C = {(x, y)}. Statistical computation was provided as follows:
• isoline count on the map:
• mean isoline length:
• min, max isoline length:
• standard deviation of isoline length:
All the values were normalized by the area of LV myocardium region.
Classification
On the classification stage every CT scan slice image is represented as a one-dimensional vector x of N features:
Binary classification algorithm a(x) is a function: R N → M, M = {+1, −1}. Class label +1 stands for positive class, or abnormal, when disease was detected. Class label -1 stands for a negative, normal class, when disease was not found.
In this research classification algorithms based on supervised machine learning approach were applied. In this case training dataset feature vectors x i , i = 1, N , with class labels y i are used in classification algorithm a(x).
In this work SVM with nonlinear kernel and Random Forest classifiers were applied. Both algorithms are considered to be among the best classification approaches and demonstrated high accuracy in wide range of problems.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Dataset and Labeling
The dataset for training and evaluation of the proposed algorithm consists of 11 contrast-enhanced CT sequences of healthy patients and 8 contrast-enhanced CT sequences with heart diseases in DICOM format. Since pixel intensity on CT images is linearly dependent on tissue density at the point, intensity values themselves are used for further analysis. Certain CT sequence slices presented as grayscale PNG images of 512 × 512 size were manually selected from each CT image sequence. Final dataset consists of 309 grayscale PNG images.
Myocardium tissue structural elements, cardiomyocytes, have oblong shapes. Since cardiomyocytes are co-directed with axial plane, CT axial slices are analyzed in this research. On each image LV myocardium was preliminarily segmented manually.
During experiments the whole dataset was divided into: 1) parameter estimation dataset (5 normal, 4 abnormal CT sequences) and 2) evaluation dataset (the rest 6 normal and 4 abnormal CT sequences). For feature selection and classifier parameters estimation k-fold cross-validation was used on the first dataset where each separate CT sequence was considered as fold. On each iteration of validation a pair CT sequences of both classes were considered as validation set, and all the rest CT sequences (4 + 3 = 7 totally) were used for training. For classification evaluation the second dataset was considered. Several iterations were made and mean False Negative Rate (FNR) and mean F-score values were calculated. At each iteration random 2 normal and 1 abnormal CT sequences were used for training (about 30% from the whole evaluation dataset), all the rest were used for testing (4 + 3 = 7).
All algorithms were implemented in MATLAB. Class weights were set to 3 for the positive class and 1 for the negative class. Random forest consisted of 100 CART trees (Breiman et al., 1984) . For SVM classifier, three nonlinear kernel functions were compared:
1. polynomial kernel:
2. radial basis function, (RBF):
3. sigmoid:
The cost of constraints violation, was set to 80. For polynomial kernel, d from (7) was set to 3. For RBF kernel, γ from (8) was set to 1 N , where N is feature space dimension. For sigmoid kernel (9), k = 0.01 and c ∈ [−0.5, −2] were used.
Histogram-based Feature Model
For comparison with the proposed method based on isoline map, seven histogram-based characteristics utilized in (Antunes et al., 2016) were calculated:
• mean
• intensity distribution median I;
• entropy
• kurtosis
• root mean square error
• skewness
where I(k) is an intensity value of image I of size N at the point k, H(k) is normalized histogram value at the k-th bin, k ∈ [30, 90]. Totally, 68 histogram-based features were obtained:
• 61 values of normalized histogram;
• 7 intensity-based statistics from feature selection step of (Antunes et al., 2016) .
Feature Selection
Two techniques based on analysis of each feature impact on recall were used in this work in order to select the best features.
Information Gain
Information gain (Hall, 1999) magnitude, IG, is related to information entropy and characterizes the correlation between the feature and recall compared to recall values correlation that are evaluated using entropy. The bigger IG value was achieved, the higher correlation is. In this work normalized [0, 1] IG range was considered and features with IG ≥ 0.65 were selected. The selected features are presented in Table 2 . 
Chi-squared Test
Chi-squared test (Greenwood and Nikulin, 1996) is one of the most commonly used statistical hypothesis testing methods. Features selected by chi-squared test with 0.05 significance level for isoline map-based models are presented in Table 3 . 
Evaluation
For quality evaluation purposes F-score and FNR were analyzed. Final classification results are presented in Table 4 and Table 5 .
The following feature models were compared in this research:
• model 1: single-level isoline maps features;
• model 2: single-level isoline maps features selected by Information Gain;
• model 3: single-level isoline maps features selected by Chi-squared test;
• model 4: double-level isoline maps features;
• model 5: double-level isoline maps features selected by Information Gain;
• model 6: double-level isoline maps features selected by Chi-squared test;
• model 7: histogram-based features. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a new automated heart disease diagnostics approach based on supervised machine learning with LV myocardium feature representation utilizing isoline map statistics was presented. Experiments provided in this paper demonstrate both intuitiveness of presented feature model and its usability for the considered task. The scope of constructed feature model application is not limited to contrast-enhanced CT images analysis and medical imaging purposes. The proposed approach can be also utilized in other texture analysis or fixed intensity range blobs detection tasks.
For more applicability and fully automated analysis, automated LV myocardium segmentation algorithm for contrast-enhanced CT images is being developed. Further evaluation of the proposed automated diagnostics algorithm on larger datasets is warranted.
